GRAN CERMEÑO
TORO
TYPE: crianza VARIETAL: Tinta de Toro VINTAGE: 2015
ALCOHOL: 14,5% WINEMAKER: Martín Padín
Gran Cermeño: Cermeño is a kind of pear tree very usual on the area.

WINEMAKING:
Toro D.O. it is a very interesting area: the variety of tinta de toro or
“tempranillo” has here a completly different expresión to the rest of Spain.
The fruit intensity, the cleaness of the grape appears as the fundamental
characteristic, and when more old is the vineyard more complex is the
resulting wine. This wine was produced from the local Tinta de Toro grapes
variety, selected from low yielding vineyards over 100 years old. It has been
aged in a selection of french an american barrels for 6 months.

TASTING NOTES

COLOUR:
AROMA:
PALATE:

THE REGION: TORO

AWARDS

Intense cherry red colour
with the tipical aromas from the variety and richness.
and profusion of hues, persistent, satiny and shiny..
It is thin on the palate, with a complex aroma with rounded
tannins perfectly integrated to make it a tasty wine and
long in feeling , the result of his carefull preparation and
elaboration.

BODEGAS COVITORO is the second largest producer from the area with more than
1000 ha. located in different places what allows to make almost a perfect mix.
Bodegas Covitoro was founded in 1974 as a Cooperative by growers in the area and
began operations in 1978 after the construction of the winery. Covitoro elaborates
wine from around 800 hectares of own vineyards, whose average age exceeds 35
years and a good percentage is over 65 years old. The oldest vineyards are from
1895!
Bodegas Covitoro is one of the biggest wineries in the D.O. Toro in capacity and the
first in terms of sales. Bodegas Covitoro counts with the highest and up to date
technology to elaborate modern and elegant wines, always looking for obtaining the
maximum quality and with the maximum respect to the specificity of the Tinta de Toro
variety.
The wines from Covitoro are the reference of the Denomination of Origin Toro.

GRAN CERMEÑO 2015
Medalla de Oro, Mundus Vini 2019
Medalla de Plata, Catavinum 2019
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